A Qualitative Study of Reading Comprehension: An Insight from Pakistani Context Bridging the Needs of Engineering Students
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Abstract
This study aimed to investigate the teachers’ opinions in terms of reading comprehension instruction to the engineering students for bridging their difficulties in reading academic text in communication subject. The study was conducted in the four engineering departments of one university in Pakistan. Semi-structured interviews of 10 teachers were used as a qualitative instrument to collect data for this study to know the needs of engineering students in terms of reading comprehension. The data was analyzed through NVivo version 8 for interpretation of the results. This study provided the most promising findings to develop reading ability among engineering students. The findings revealed that teachers should use rereading text, text scanning, and text skimming strategies to develop reading comprehension ability of engineering students.
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1. Introduction
In these days, reading comprehension proficiency is critical part of learning language; though the world is digitally well informed and easily accessed, engineering students cannot read and understand well the written text in academic life. Eskey (2005) asserted that students want to read texts in order to obtain information and to use it according to their needs. Similarly, Levine Ferenz & Reves (2000) considered reading comprehension as one of the most important skills for students at university level to enhance reading academic text ability. This study has investigated reading comprehension used by teachers teaching engineering students to develop reading comprehension in Pakistan. The research transferred from getting overall familiarity about how students learned and believed about text perception in the English language. In Pakistan, English language is used as the second and medium of instruction (Channa, 2012) in all institutions related to the education; this language is also considered as the official language in the country. Similarly, multinational companies in Pakistan prefer to recruit employees having sound knowledge of reading texts as they need to be capable of reading and comprehending agreements, contracts, bonds, deals, and give-and-take official messages through emails with seniors, managers, coworkers, and in their daily businesses. Further Channa Soranastaporn Engchuan & Tirataradol (2013) investigated needs, wants, and problems of using English by first year engineering students in QUEST, Pakistan. This study investigated the reading ability of engineering undergraduates were at a low level. The main problems in reading were: sentence structure, vocabulary in context, paragraph organization, grammatical rules (structures), prior reading and comprehending knowledge, and weak paragraph organization. The results showed that engineering students had difficulties in reading and comprehending texts.

2. Reading Comprehension Models
Different studies such as Taverner (1990), Aebersold & Field (1997), and Urquhart & Weir (1998) described reading comprehension as the most difficult area which has not been comprehended and elaborated in terms of meaning of the text. However, reading comprehension as in the words of (Urquhart & Weir, 1998, p. 17) means “the whole parcel of cognitive activities” that readers initiate in order to comprehend the text for apprehension the correct meaning. Similarly, Taverner (1990, p. 4) defined reading comprehension for “a means of extending experience” based on the reading material which they read and perceive the actual meaning according to the text.
Aebersold & Field (1997) described reading a way that readers undertake by involving text material and readers through interactions. However, there are three principle reading models including bottom-up, top-down, and interactive that are used when reading a printed content. The bottom-up theory creates the fundamental aptitudes which are identified with syllables, letters, and words in content structure for starting readers. Gough (1972) has presented this theory of reading as an unraveling process on a for every letter premise. This implies that translation of such messages can be gotten from decoding the words included in the article to get the significance out of it. Accordingly, there is conceivable delicate to effortlessly overlook what the reader has comprehended from the content (Nuttall, 2000). Therefore, perception is attained by the student's understanding of each one expression used in the content. The more natural the reader with a certain expression, the more unmistakable the entire significance of the content is to him/her. This advances familiarity with reading. Besides, comprehension is attained once the reader has deciphered the significance out of each one expression through its definition, subsequently acquiring a general thought about the article. Then again, analysts are in uncertainty of its model in spite of its validity subsequent to there is a sure intricacy included the relationship between the spelling and the sound of the expression (Chen, 2002). However top-down theory of reading is used for handling cognitive perspective of reading by developing the part of foundation learning that is available in the printed content. Top-down reading theory underscores “from mind to content” (Eskey, 2005, p. 564) of readers who survey their perspective of reading by developing the part of foundation learning that is available in the printed content. Accordingly, there is conceivable delicate to effortlessly overlook what the reader has comprehended from the content (Nuttall, 2000). Therefore, perception is attained by the student's understanding of each one expression used in the content. The more natural the reader with a certain expression, the more unmistakable the entire significance of the content is to him/her. This advances familiarity with reading. Besides, comprehension is attained once the reader has deciphered the significance out of each one expression through its definition, subsequently acquiring a general thought about the article. Then again, analysts are in uncertainty of its model in spite of its validity subsequent to there is a sure intricacy included the relationship between the spelling and the sound of the expression (Chen, 2002). However top-down theory of reading is used for handling cognitive perspective of reading by developing the part of foundation learning that is available in the printed content. Top-down reading theory underscores “from mind to content” (Eskey, 2005, p. 564) of readers who survey their reading methodology focusing around the content of the text by opposing the genuine substance of the content. The establishment of this model singularly lays on prior information of the readers which dismisses unmistakable substance related to the composed content (Smith, 2004). Chinwonno (2001) further specifies that a reader's current information would focus his/her perception of the content. This model turns into a powerful perspective for readers, particularly when removing the forecast, setting hints, and the principle thoughts of the content by the students. This model stresses the imperatives of having different reading materials and distinctive levels of dialect trouble that are significant to the need of the students. Conversely, the interactive model (metacognitive perspective) is used to join both bottoms up and top-down strategies for accomplished readers who have a firm understanding of reading techniques.

3. Literature Review

Stanovich (1980) stated that the problems in reading occur due to insufficiency of each student through the reading procedure. As the clarification of both the top down and bottom up reading courses of action has been built and a few recommendations have been made by different analysts to advance its capacity. Viable readers can attain familiarity and precision once they find themselves able to ace the fruitful utilization of each one model. An impeccable reading ability can be portrayed by its simplicity and accuracy all through the reading methodology. Therefore, to accomplish this, a standard connection of the two models ought to be kept up (Stanovich, 1980). Channa Yossatorn & Yossiri (2012) investigated activities based language learning in one university in Thailand. The study revealed that students can develop four skills using activities with support of teachers. The findings of this study suggested that using strategies can help foreign students in medical and engineering to develop their skills including reading. Further, Channa & Nordin (2014) examined cognitive learning methods and suggested to make it as the input to develop reading comprehension courses. The results of review study revealed that cognitive and metacognitive strategies can enhance reading comprehension of students. Interestingly, Channa & Nordin (2015) found reading activities as the only solution to boost up apprehension of the text. This study recommended zone of proximal development theory as the possible solution to overcome barriers reading text. Similarly, Channa, Nordin, Siming, Chandio & Koondher (2015) reviewed literature related to reading and metacognition and reported that meta-cognitive strategies including planning, monitoring, and evaluating can develop reading comprehension of students. The findings of this study revealed that teachers can scaffold students in developing reading abilities of students through metacognitive strategies.

4. Gaps in the Reading Research

Reviews of previous studies indicated the various main issues for this research. Firstly, very little research is existed on engineering university students as compared to the elementary, science and technology university, and either primary or high school students in terms of reading and understanding texts. Secondly, curricula is fixed in engineering university contexts, therefore very few studies are undertaken for engineering students to develop their reading comprehension. Thirdly, the elementary, science and technology, and either primary or high school students had more opportunities of reading texts as they are regularly taught in classes. Finally, further investigation is needed in order to get reading benefits achieved for better comprehension of the texts. Furthermore, Stanovich (1980) has asserted that good readers can make progress and can turn as better readers in reading achievement; whereas, low readers read less and acquire low reading proficiency. In results, the gap between high and low readers is increased in terms of reading and comprehension proficiency. However, some
research indicated that high school or college-level readers get benefited from reading and have developed their proficiency. Therefore, this present research has to be explored whether this claim can be applied to engineering students for the development of their reading and understanding proficiency. The main objective of this study was to identify the difficulties or barriers that first year students in engineering departments face when reading texts at Pakistan; this main objective generated the research question for present study: What problems or barriers do first year engineering students find when reading texts at Pakistan?

5. Data Collection and Analyses

In this study, qualitative research instrument was used to find the perceptions of teachers teaching engineering student about reading comprehension as the part of communication skills subject. The instrument includes semi-structured interviews of 10 teachers in Pakistan. The main objective of this qualitative research is to identify strategies and provide a list to the students to overcome their reading and comprehending obstacles independently. The semi-structured interviews with teachers were conducted at Pakistan in April and May 2015. These interviews were recorded using audio tape and transcribed for analysis and results. Initially, the researcher analyzed the qualitative data of this research by following Strauss and Corbin (1990), and Huberman & Miles (1994) and finally analyzed data using NVIVO version 8 which generated the final themes as given in the results section.

6. Demographic Information

Semi-structured interviews were undertaken with 10 teachers teaching in Pakistan (7 male and 3 female). The teachers involved in the interviews are those who deal with reading comprehension in read aloud sessions of engineering students. The more demographic information is given in the Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.E Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Results of Interviews: Reading Comprehension

The NVivo software version 08 was used which generated 3 main themes for reading comprehension. These themes are included as rereading, scanning, and skimming of the text (see Table 2) for the interpretation of the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level One Code</th>
<th>Level Two Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading Comprehension</td>
<td>1. Rereading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Text Scanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Text Skimming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1 Rereading Texts

Most informants informed that they taught the students to reread the text until they comprehend properly; because, one time reading cannot be enough for students to understand the whole article. If they only read one time and start practicing, they would make many mistakes in perceiving the meaning incorrectly. Most
informants also informed that they taught their students to underline all the difficult terms and all important sentences that need proper attention to describe the clear meaning for the clarity of the text. One of them expressed his opinions:

“...If my students read roughly in the first reading, then they reread again and again for understanding the text but would not comprehend well. So, I teach them to read again and again till they understand difficult and complex sentences with full concentration as they would comprehend properly and accurately the context of the text...” [Informant Three]

“I teach my students to reread the passage until they comprehend the text properly and get my students at practice in class activities and give home assignment to read and solve certain exercises on reading. In this way, they learn how to read independently and perform reading activities independently...” [Informant Six]

Interestingly, two teachers shared their own experiences of how they set reading activity in the class. They pointed out that setting a reading activity is very important and a prerequisite to effective understanding of the text in which students are asked to reread until they apprehend:

“...I suggest my students to read the text again and again by separating all those complex and difficult sentences for paying proper attention to comprehend the text and to perceive the exact meaning of the passage...” [Informant One]

“...I think...I would like to share my experience...when I teach reading a text. I asked my students to read and explain...when students fail in explaining then I tell them to read again and again and try to understand the meaning of the text and share with friends...” [Informant Four]

One of them shared about the importance of rereading and insisted to read a passage for at least four to five times for concrete meaning of the text:

“...in fact rereading is the part and partial as the effective practice for students. Students should read for at least five times...four times for better understanding. Every student should practice and support each other and similarly, teachers should guide them and motivate them...” [Informant Nine]

Conversely, one of them shared negative response in terms of rereading text and considered it as the waste of time and asserted students to practice on reading activity at home:

“...we have our own work...I mean other engineering related assignments. So, students should pay proper attention at the time of reading task...they practice at home. If they do not understand anything, teachers should guide them. If they read one article many time then they could not complete in one period. I think...it is a waste of time and chances for other students would be lost in taking part in the activity...” [Informant Two]

7.2 Text Scanning

In this theme, more than half of the informants revealed that the text scanning strategy is very essential to be used by students persistently at the time of reading. They scan text in order to find titles, names, the key headings, sub-headings, and important information within the text. Some of them informed that they teach their students to practice scanning strategy for getting quick understanding of the information. Two of them informed that scanning strategy can be useful for them to forecast the meaning of the text, to develop some concepts based on reading, and to cognize the general idea of the text:

“...while reading, I scan in order to look for the main idea in the text and I teach my students to do the same for better reading. Then, I say them to read it again and again to acquire the details of the text...” [Informant Two]

“...firstly, I prefer to teach my students for scanning by looking at the titles of the articles or headings and content tables. Secondly, I tell them to check the subject matter from each and every passage...” [Informant Five]

Some of the teachers believed that scanning strategy increase the attitudes and interest of students towards reading for finding the required information within due time. However, the concern among interviewees was that many of their peers did not realize the importance due to lack of scanning behavior or negative attitude or feeling toward difficult text. Two of them pointed out that scanning strategy seem very difficult for those students who had no good practice on reading comprehension. As a result they commented that students may carry on scanning before they read in detail and may not ignore the given reading tasks. A couple of examples are as follows:

“...I teach my students how to scan the entire data for comprehension at the pre-reading stage...and for knowing what is written in the text for detail reading...I also ask my students if they find any difficulty in the text. I even
ask them to continue scanning the important data of the text…” [Informant Seven]

“…we guide students about scanning strategy and tell them that through scanning you can complete an excessive deal of materials and to find the particular piece of data…so they should apply scanning strategy for better comprehension of the text quickly before detailed reading…if they avoid scanning text strategy; they would not complete reading in due course of time and would spend lot of time in searching important information…” [Informant One]

Conversely, some teachers revealed their worries about a student who is lacking in the ability to scan the text. Their concern was about students who do not follow them and do not take part in reading tasks. Three of them noted:

“I have been in teaching profession for nearly sixteen years…one of the greatest skills students lack in reading is the scanning…this is because either they are too incompetent or too lazy to apply or read word by word...” [Informant Eight]

“Yeah....for me it is necessary for every student, if you succeed in increasing their interest in reading….they would show positive attitude even if they lack knowledge of reading method, I believe your students will follow and they would always practice if you guide them and help them...” [Informant Three]

“I suggest students to apply scanning…without reading word by word if they need to search of anything from the text....feedback is important; so I also give feedback on their performances reading activities....” [Informant Six]

7.3 Text Skimming

The third item of the level-two theme is the text skimming in which more than half of the informants informed that they have been using text skimming at the time of teaching on reading and comprehending in the class. Three of them revealed that they tried to teach and practice skimming the text properly in order to look over an article quickly. Most of them indicated that skimming is used to forecast the meaning of the text rapidly. So, more than half of the informants suggested that students should use this strategy when they read an article for developing speed in reading. They informed this in the following way:

“…as for as skimming is concerned, we teach our students that skimming strategy enable them to get thorough information of the text...this strategy would contribute more accurate image of the text to be read later on after getting birds’ eye view of the text.” [Informant One]

“Firstly…I ask my students to use skimming strategy in order to find information rapidly…and I also assert my students to verify the subject matter from each passage of the article. I arrange skimming activity for students to perform in class quickly and suggest them to read in detail after class...” [Informant Three]

“I teach my students to skim the whole article by using their eyes to see quickly to comprehend what is written in the text for quick performance…and for developing their speed in reading...” [Informant Five]

Interestingly, three other of the interviewees reported that skimming is reading technique when readers do move their eyes quickly over passages having certain purposes of apprehending the central ideas, important points, concepts and over-all summary of the text:

“….skimming……skimming is very useful for review the text which is already read...so...I guide my students to read the titles in every paragraph of reading text completely….then they should check if there are subheadings in the article to develop students’ habit….habit of noting down the relationships of the text with that of their thoughts”. [Informant Two]

“I teach my students this [skimming] strategy to develop their reading comprehension…and guide them to use skimming frequently for effective reading purposes. I also urge my students to read the text of the article through rapid use of eyes at the text....because...I believe that reading with the eyes would enable students to enhance their reading ability...” [Informant Seven]

“….I suggest my students to read the first and the last paragraph completely and quickly....and try to find clue words starting with who, what, why, when, and how for the certain answers....then....look for headings and sub-headings and make summary of the article with quick reading”. [Informant Ten]

Conversely, one informant revealed that students who lack skimming ability cannot develop reading habit and cannot take active part in reading activities. Such student actually does not follow the guidance of teacher:

“...to me… students who lack skimming in reading cannot take part in activities…and escape from reading tasks. Such students either do not follow the instructions of the teachers or they are incompetent...” [Informant Eight]
8. Summary of the Study

The results of this study suggested that rereading is the most important activity to give clear picture of the text within few attempts of reading. Similarly, scanning and skimming activities can sharpen the memory of engineering students to scan reading with eyes without reading aloud to find information quickly. This study is similar in the sense of its importance in terms of comprehension development with the study of Wei (2005) who considered reading as the most essential tool for developing educational and professional achievement of students who need to apprehend text-books and articles for obtaining knowledge to support their academic studies. This study reported that reading is important in learning but most students are unable in reading texts effectively due to different reading problems. These problems can be solved when teachers use appropriate reading material to meet the needs of engineering students to expedite their reading aptitudes. Readers cannot understand long sentences in the texts due to its variety of clauses and complex forms in terms of grammatical structure. These readers also do not understand the text due to their poor background knowledge of reading. The findings of this study indicated that the engineering students should use different strategies in reading and comprehension at pre, during and post stages of reading. The results of the study also indicated that using these reading strategies can boost up reading proficiency of engineering students for their academic and professional success.
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